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CEO's Message
Dear Stakeholders of Samsung SDI, 

Let me begin by saying that it has been my absolute honor to serve as the new CEO of Samsung SDI since December 2021 to lead the Company’s 
battery and electronic materials businesses which are garnering much attention as future growth drivers.

Certainly, the business environment in 2021 presented us with especially turbulent circumstances - characterized by the continued COVID-19 
pandemic from the previous year, immense disruptions in the supply and demand of raw materials and logistics, volatile international politics, 
and the formation of regional blocs across the global economy. 

Nevertheless, we reached a remarkably significant milestone as our operating income surpassed KRW 1 trillion for the first time in Samsung SDI’s 
history based on the full-fledged growth of the EV market, the expanding power tool and personal mobility markets, and the growing renewable 
energy power generation market. 

The fundamental nature of our business lies in securing mid/long-term contracts and delivering top-notch technology. This means that we need to 
focus less on the quick finish line as sprinters do in a race and more on the distant horizon as marathoners. 

Therefore, we have committed ourselves to achieving profitable qualitative growth based on ‘Super-gap’ technology competitiveness and the 
best quality with the ultimate goal to solidify our position as a global top-tier company by 2030. 

In addition to this, we have taken keen notice of ESG management as a key strategic pillar for our future growth. Earlier this year, we created a new 
vision for our ESG management along with our mid/long-term strategy, and strengthened the Sustainability Management Operational Framework 
by organizing the Sustainability Management Committee under the Board of Directors and the Sustainability Management Council led by the CEO.

We will do our utmost to provide a safe work environment where each and every employee is able to unleash his or her full potential. We also vow to 
fulfill our social responsibility for the environment, safety, and compliance, and to boost mutually beneficial cooperation with our business partners 
while aligning our CSR initiatives to promote harmony and trust with the communities where we operate. By reaching ever closer to our 
stakeholders through authentic communication, we will take our sustainability management to new heights. 

We look forward to your plentiful encouragement and support as we pursue this relentless journey to push the boundary and forge ahead towards 
the true No.1 position in the market. 

Thank you. 
  Yoonho Choi

President & CEO, Samsung SDI
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Company Overview 

Samsung SDI at a Glance

Since its foundation back in 1970, Samsung SDI produces and sells 
rechargeable batteries used for electric vehicle, IT device, and Energy 
Storage System (ESS) applications as well as materials for semiconduc-
tors and displays. We are committed to building new growth drivers 
through transformation and innovation to emerge as a ‘Creative Energy 
and Materials Solution Leader’. 

Global Network Samsung SDI’s global network consists of 27 locations in total, including the Headquarters, the R&D Center, 
production facilities and sales bases. 

(on a consolidated basis, 
unit: KRW 100 million)

12,50410,676

135,532

Company name Samsung SDI Co., Ltd 

CEO Yoonho Choi Establishment January 1970

Headquarters 150-20, Gongse-ro, Giheung-gu, Yongin City, 
Gyeonggi Province, Korea 

Total No. of shares outstanding (common shares) 68,764,530 shares

Shareholders 
with 5% or more 
ownership 
(as of Dec. 31, 2021, 
common shares)

Samsung Electronics: 13,462,673 shares (19.58%)
National Pension Service: 5,495,966 shares (7.99%)
BlacKRock Fund Advisors: 3,518,195 shares (5.12%)

Financial Performance

● Korea         ● China         ● North America                
● Southeast Asia   ● Europe                

■ Sales      ■ Operating income
■ Net income

Sales 
Breakdown by 

Region 

External Sustainability Assessments Made on Samsung SDI

1) Supervised by MSCI(Morgan Stanley Capital International) 
2) Supervised by S&P Dow Jones and RobecoSAM 
3) Supervised by the CDP(Carbon Disclosure Project) 
4), 5) Supervised by Corporate Knights 

Received A in ESG rating 
in 2022 for 3 consecutive 
years

Listed on the DJSI World 
for the 17th time in 2021 

2021 Climate Change 
Score: B

Ranked 46th in 2022, 
listed for 5 consecutive 
years  

Ranked 35th in 2022, 
listed for 4 consecutive 
years

GLOBAL100 CLEAN200
1) 2) 3) 4) 5)

Austria
Premstaetten

Hungary
Goed

Malaysia
Seremban

Germany
Munich
Dresden
Braunschweig

United Kingdom
Manchester

India
Noida

Vietnam
Hanoi

Taiwan
Taipei

Japan
Tokyo

China
Xi‘an
Tianjin
Wuxi

Shanghai
Beijing
Shenzhen
Hongkong Gumi

Cheonan
Cheongju

Korea
Giheung
Suwon
Ulsan

USA
Auburn Hill, MI
San Jose, CA 

27locations in total (As of March 2022)

12  production facilities  1 R&D center1 Headquarters13  sales bases
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Business Overview

Automotive Battery

Business Summary
In line with the increasing global penetration of xEVs, Samsung SDI remains front and center in leading 
innovative battery technology development. 
On the back of our industry-leading battery technology, we ensure xEVs travel farther while developing 
low-carbon eco-friendly xEV batteries to position ourselves as a leading provider of clean energy solutions. 
By supplying high-efficiency, high-capacity Li-ion batteries to global automobile OEMs, we help minimize the 
environmental impact generated by internal combustion engine vehicles.
 
Application

Market Outlook
While the sustained COVID-19 pandemic and the shortage of automotive semiconductors held back the 
overall automotive market, xEV sales posted high growth mainly in Europe. Amid tightening environmental 
regulations and OEMs launching new xEV models, the global xEV sales surged by over 100% year-on-year. 
As more xEVs will make their debut with an extended driving range and more desirable features, xEV sales 
will be driven by those models equipped with fast-charging and even autonomous driving capabilities. 
By 2027, annual xEV sales is forecast to exceed 30 million2) to account for approximately 30% of the total 
automobile market. 

Electric Vehicle (EV)  We deploy materials that deliver optimal service life and high-capacity 
features and design optimized battery components to pursue innovation in extending the driving 
range of EVs.

EV

Plug-in Hybrid Electric Vehicle (PHEV)  As it is essential to strike the right balance between energy 
density required for electric-mode driving and power density that supports the engine operation, 
we are in constant search for the optimal point of balance by staying ahead of the competition in 
developing battery technology.

PHEV

Hybrid Electric Vehicle (HEV)  We continuously develop technology to reduce costs and improve 
productivity while delivering improved fuel efficiency and vehicle performance. HEV

Mild Hybrid Electric Vehicle1) (Mild HEV) We continue to develop solutions to improve fuel 
efficiency and vehicle performance for a wide array of vehicle types. 

MHEV

2) EV and PHEV combined
*Source: IHS Markit data

1)  Combine the strengths of the Idle Stop and Go (ISG) system and hybrid vehicles by maintaining the voltage of the 
power supply equipment under 60V 

466

2022E

Global xEV Battery Demand Outlook2)

      xEV battery demand outlook (GWh)

1,426

2025E

738

2023E

1,768

2026E

1,095

2024E

2,122

2027E
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Business Overview

Energy Storage System

Business Summary 
Samsung SDI has engaged in ESS business since 2011. We post high market shares and deliver top-notch 
product quality by harnessing the safety of our rechargeable batteries achieved in small-sized battery 
business and our technology and manufacturing process tested and proven in EV battery business for ESS 
applications. Our products serve a broad range of applications across the utility, commercial & industrial, 
residential, UPS and telecom sectors on the strength of globally-recognized battery design capabilities and 
standardized modules to deliver end-to-end ESS solutions that cater to diverse customer needs.

Application

Market Outlook 
In line with the increasing frequency of abnormal weather events caused by global warming, activities are 
rising globally to reduce carbon emissions. Countries around the world have set their ‘carbon neutrality’ goals 
and are increasing their renewable energy power generation and use. This is expected to boost demand for 
ESS installations as an essential component for energy supply/demand management. 
The ESS market is growing in the US, China and Europe where governments take the lead in driving green 
policies. Such eco-friendly energy policies are undertaken at full scale in the US under its ‘Build Back Better’ ini-
tiative which includes investment related to renewable energy power grids while China set its ESS installation 
target through the national economic development roadmap, and Europe is pushing forward with its ‘Fit for 
55’ package which set an ambitious carbon emissions reduction goal. The ESS market is also boosting in Korea 
and other emerging markets with a focus on large-scale power applications, and the market is set to expand 
to include residential and UPS applications. The global battery-powered ESS market is forecast to maintain a 
CAGR of 29%, growing from 65GWh in 2022 to 231GWh in 2027. 

Utility  We contribute to ensuring the stability of power grids in the power supply system spanning 
from power generation to transmission and distribution, and to standardizing renewable energy 
power generation.                InstallationㅣPower companies, microgrids within industrial complexes, etc.

Commercial & Industrial (C&I)  We improve the stability of power operation and the availability of 
self-consumption by lowering day-time maximum loads in commercial buildings including office 
spaces, public institutions, schools and hospitals. InstallationㅣBuildings, factories, etc. 

Residential  We ensure 24/7 supply of eco-friendly energy through alignment with photovoltaic(PV) 
power systems. This in turn increases residential energy self-consumption rates while reducing 
electric bills.  InstallationㅣDetached and row houses

UPS  We help protect data centers from unexpected operational disruptions by ensuring reliable 
power quality and continuity while minimizing total power consumption and reducing facility in-
vestments.  InstallationㅣFactories, financial institutions, IT companies (servers), etc. 

Telecom  We deliver lifetime performance as well as reduced weight, smaller volume and higher en-
ergy density, and bring a dramatic reduction in maintenance expenses through the use of batteries.    

InstallationㅣBase stations, repeaters *Source: SNE Research (published in Apr. 2022)

Global LiB-ESS Demand Outlook

      Total ESS demand outlook (GWh)
      Ratio of LiB-ESS(%)

      LiB-ESS demand outlook (GWh)

2022E

100
65

65%

2023E

131
93

71%

2024E

168
129

76%

2025E

213
171

80%

2026E

239
195

82%

2027E

276
231

84%

CEO’s Message Business Overview 
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Business Overview

Small-Sized Li-ion Battery

Business Summary
Samsung SDI develops and sells small-sized Li-ion batteries primarily in three forms – cylindrical, prismatic, 
and pouch. Notably, we are a recognized leader in the IT devices sector associated with 5G communication 
and Internet of Things (IoT) as well as the eco-friendly, high-efficiency power application sector that is grow-
ing in line with tightening environmental regulations and consumer preferences for environmental protection. 
We tirelessly pursue technology innovation with our quality-first management philosophy, and maintain high 
market shares in the global small-sized Li-ion battery market. 

Application
Small-sized Li-ion batteries are categorized into batteries that power the three major IT devices of mobile 
phones, laptops and tablets as well as wireless earbuds and to batteries that supply power to power tools, 
e-bikes and e-scooters. 

Market Outlook
In the face of uncertainties in the market which sustained amid the prolonged COVID-19, the small-sized Li-ion 
battery demand is forecast to reach 15.5 billion cells1) in 2022, up by 20% from the previous year. While the 
growth of the three main devices – mobile phones, laptops, and tablets – starts to slow down in the IT market, 
overall demand is set to grow steadily along with the increased application of IoT technology that combines AI 
and 5G services and the rising demand for wireless earbuds and other wearables.  
In the power application sector, the growth of cylindrical batteries will be boosted by the increasing EV produc-
tion of EV startups and traditional automobile OEMs, the rising demand for micro-mobility including e-bikes 
and e-scooters mainly in Europe, and the increasing demand for power tools in the US. In response to such 
market growth, we will position ourselves as a leader of innovative battery technology across all IT and power 
applications to drive the global small-size Li-ion battery market. 

Global Small-sized Li-ion Battery Demand Outlook

1) Based on demand in our 2022 business plan
*Source: Samsung SDI forecast (as of Oct. 2021)

15,547

2022E

      Small-sized Li-ion battery demand outlook 
      (unit: million)  19,379 

2025E

16,717

2023E

18,096

2024E

 20,818 

2027E

 20,217 

2026E

Cylindrical  Power tools, gardening tools, vacuum cleaners, e-bikes, e-scooters

Pouch  Smartphones, tablets, wearables, wireless earbuds

Prismatic  Feature phones, smartphones, laptops, mobile gaming devices 

CEO’s Message Business Overview 
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Business Overview

Electronic Materials

Business Summary 
Since the development of EMCs for the semiconductor manufacturing process in 1994, we have pursued inno-
vation in the electronic materials sector. We develop and sell semiconductor and display materials, and remain 
committed to reinforcing our leadership in the conventional semiconductor and LCD markets while position-
ing ourselves as a market-leading company in the QD, OLED, EUV and other next-generation cutting-edge ma-
terials sectors.

Application

Market Outlook 
In the New Normal era brought by COVID-19, ‘contactless’ has become a part of daily lives and this may cause 
significant change across markets associated with the electronic materials business. The semiconductor mar-
ket is expected to witness steady growth in bit demand along with the metaverse and the wider adoption of 5G 
services in emerging countries. This will result in a 15% or more y-o-y increase in wafer input and the growth of 
related material sectors. In the display market, the area-based growth will continue with LCD products increas-
ingly becoming large-sized. Meanwhile, the broader adoption of OLED for laptops, tablets, and other diverse IT 
devices as well as mobile and TV applications will drive the overall display market. 

Outlook on the Electronic Materials Market with Samsung SDI’s Presence

*Source: Samsung SDI forecasts (as of Oct. 2021)

2022E

7.2

2022E

8.7

      Semiconductor materials 
      Display materials

(unit: USD billion)

10.1

2025E

10.1

2025E

13.7

2030E

11.5

2030E

Semiconductor  We produce patterning materials (SOH, SOD, and slurry) used to form semicon-
ductor wafer patterns as well as packaging materials (EMC) that protect semiconductors and chips 
from the external environment. 

Display  Our electronic materials are mainly adopted for LCD, OLED and other display panels. 
These materials are sold in the form of films or base composite materials, and include films such 
as POL (polarizing film), FOCA and process materials  such as OLED materials and color Photo 
Resist (color PR).   

CAGR: 8.4%
CAGR: 3.5%

CEO’s Message Business Overview 
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2021 Business Highlight

Launching Battery 
Brand ‘PRiMX’
Providing the best experience
to customers with the
top-quality battery
In December 2021, Samsung SDI 
unveiled its next-generation battery 
brand ‘PRiMX’, which stands for ‘Prime 
Battery for Maximum Experience.’ 
The brand was developed under 
three keywords, ‘The Safest and most 
reliable Quality’, ‘Outstanding Perfor-
mance with high-capacity technology,’ 
and ‘Proven Advantage with super-fast 
charging technology and super-long 
lifespan’. 

Small-Sized Li-ion 
Battery
Reaching an all-time high in
small-sized Li-ion battery sales 
in  2021
Our small-sized Li-ion battery busi-
ness reached an all-time high in sales 
in 2021, buoyed by the growing de-
mand for cylindrical batteries across 
the power tool, micro-mobility, and 
EV sectors in the face of the global 
logistics disruptions caused by the 
protracted COVID-19. 

Energy Storage System

Maintaining ESS market 
leadership with solutions that 
deliver improved safety and
system competitiveness
We have enhanced ESS products’ safe-
ty by adopting direct injection fire ex-
tinguishing technology to prevent the 
spread of fires. 
This technology aims to extinguish at 
an early stage(maximizing the effect of 
cooling fire extinguishment) by spray-
ing a fire extinguishing agent on cells 
where a fire is detected to break out.

Automotive Battery

Establishing an EV joint
venture with Stellantis
In October 2021, Samsung SDI an-
nounced a next-generation prismatic 
battery production plan in conjunction 
with the automotive OEM Stellantis, 
and signed an agreement to establish 
a joint venture in May 2022.
The joint venture will start the produc-
tion line as of the first quarter in 2025. 
While cells and modules for the EV bat-
tery will be produced with the capacity 
of 23GWh a year initially, it will be ex-
tended to 33GWh a year.

Electronic Materials

Developing and initiating the 
mass-production of QD Ink for 
QD displays
We have successfully developed and 
initiated the mass-production of QD 
Ink, a novel material that determines 
the ultra-wide-color gamut and bright-
ness of next-generation premium TV 
panels.

Business Overview

CEO’s Message Business Overview 
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R&D Approach 
The eco-friendliness of the battery industry and the safety performance 
of battery are gaining importance in line with the expansion of battery 
applications. Samsung SDI is building differentiated technology com-
petitiveness to emerge as a leading total solution provider of world-
class eco-friendly materials and energy, with a focus on the battery, IT 
devices, and semiconductor/display electronic materials sectors. We 
also engage in R&D to move ahead in embracing new products and 
technologies, and remain committed to securing future growth drivers 
while setting the trend in the rapidly-shifting technology landscape.

R&D Organizational System 
Samsung SDI operates the Samsung SDI R&D Center tasked with establishing platform performance as well as R&D organizations within re-
spective business divisions to reinforce its global technology leadership through close collaboration across business divisions. As to battery, the 
characteristics of materials significantly affect product performance spanning energy density, cycle life and power, and materials account for a 
large share of total costs, which underscores the importance of competitive materials. 
Our Battery Business and Automotive and ESS Business departments are located at the Giheung worksite to improve efficiency in battery de-
velopment. The Electronic Materials Business has moved into the Samsung Future Technology Campus, which serves as Samsung Electronics’ 
Materials Research Complex, to generate synergy through joint material R&D endeavors. We are also bolstering our research on material recy-
cling to reinforce our expertise in battery material R&D and ensure stability in material supply and demand, further advancing ESG management 
in the process. 

R&D Organizational StructureR&D Expenditures1)

1) Excluding governmental subsidies, on a consolidated basis 

(unit: KRW billion) 

2019

712.4

808.3

2020

877.6

2021

Organization

Function

R&R

Develop products

Product development for 
commercialization 

Secure platform 
performance

Next-generation materials & 
technology platform

Research future battery 
technology

Frontier research & new business 
technology seeding 

Mid/long-term, 
innovation-driven

877.6Billion KRW
R&D 

ExpendituresBusiness Overview

R&D

CEO’s Message Business Overview 

Short-term, 
product-driven 

Samsung SDI 
development

teams 
Samsung SDI 
R&D Center

Samsung 
Advanced 
Institute of 
Technology
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Open Innovation
We engage in industry-academia cooperation with external institutions and prestigious universities in Korea 
and abroad to bolster our next-generation technology capabilities while contributing to nurture talented indi-
viduals in the industry. In particular, strategic industry-academia partnership programs have been undertaken 
to secure next-generation battery technology. 
The first such program implemented between 2016 and 2021 was joined by Seoul National University, POS-
TECH, Hanyang University, Sungkyunkwan University, and UNIST and the second program to span the period 
between 2022 and 2026 has added KAIST to the five existing partners. In addition, we continue to team up with 
universities leading in battery research in Korea and abroad to set us apart from the competition in developing 
battery technology. Going forward, we will further expand the scope of such collaboration.  

All-Solid-State Battery 
We are developing all-solid-state batteries which deploy solid electrolytes in place of liquid ones normally ad-
opted for conventional batteries to improve both battery safety and usage time. 
Over the years, we have successfully designed and synthesized solid-state electrolytes and unveiled all-solid-
state battery prototypes, pioneering technology development in this specific sector. Our independently-de-
veloped lithium-metal anode-free cell architecture also demonstrates best-in-industry energy density and 
exceptional safety, and was featured in the world-renowned academic journal ‘Nature Energy’ in March 2020. 
In March 2022, we broke ground for the construction of the S-Line, our 6,500㎡-size pilot line for all-solid-state 
battery production. The S-Line will be equipped with facilities dedicated to all-solid-state battery manufac-
turing to demonstrate our production technology, and will drive our efforts to translate our industry-leading 
all-solid-state battery research outcomes into production technology. 

Cobalt-free Battery 
While cobalt, one of the key raw materials for battery production, plays a pivotal role in ensuring battery safety 
and performance, this brings risks in raw material supply/demand due to its high prices and geographical-
ly-concentrated reserves. This prompted us at Samsung SDI to engage in research with a goal of developing 
cathode materials with reduced cobalt content or are cobalt-free for our high-capacity battery production.  

NMX is the name of the material we are exploring to retain the strengths and basic properties of existing cath-
ode materials to the fullest possible extent. NMX materials which do not contain cobalt metals are eco-friendly 
and price-competitive while mitigating raw material supply/demand risks. Our goal is to apply NMX materials 
to battery mass-production as soon as possible to establish our competitive edge in the EV and ESS battery 
market.  
 
Patent Management 
Samsung SDI has 5,231 and 12,504 patents registered in Korea and overseas respectively (as of Dec. 2021), 
which testifies to its commitment to building technology development capabilities in the ever-changing busi-
ness landscape. Our patent pools spans all our business areas, from materials that are at the core of our battery 
and electronic materials business to equipment and product application technologies, with a view to safe-
guarding our technology from competitors and materials/parts suppliers. 
In developing new products, we conduct prior research and analyses on the patents issued by competitors 
and/or materials/parts suppliers to develop products free from risk of patent infringement and deliver such 
products to customers. In so doing, we ensure that both Samsung SDI and customers will be able to reliably 
conduct business without being involved in any unnecessary patent disputes. 
 

Patents Registered on a Cumulative Basis as of 2021

Korea

5,231

Japan

1,336

(unit: No. of cases) 

3,976

US

4,410

Europe

2,042

China

740

Others

17,735Patents registered in 
Korea and overseas (cumulative)Business Overview

CEO’s Message Business Overview 




